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Vienna, Austria Host City for CD-adapco's STAR Global
Conference 2014

CD-adapco announces call for papers and acceptance of presentation abstracts for STAR
Global Conference 2014.
New York and London. September 24, 2013
CD-adapco, the largest privately held CFD focused provider of Computer Aided Engineering
software, announced today this year?s event will be hosted in Vienna, Austria and is now
accepting presentation abstracts for the STAR Global Conference 2014. This exclusive three
day event (www.star-global-conference.com [1]), held in Vienna, Austria on March 17-19, 2014
will bring together engineers from around the world to explore the latest developments in
engineering simulation technology and to discuss the ways in which it can be deployed to
solve industrial problems, reducing costs and empowering innovation.
The theme of the STAR Global Conference 2014 is "Simulating Systems." CD-adapco is
inviting valued customers to share their success stories with the 500 plus attendees. Each
presenter will have 20 minutes to share their story and can attend the event at no cost. Topics
for this year?s event include:
The solution of real-world engineering problems
Complex multiphysics
Cosimulation between CAE tools
Large model sizes

Design exploration and/or optimization
Innovative use of CD-adapco tools
The STAR Global Conference is the official launch event of STAR-CCM+ v9, the latest
version of CD-adapco's flagship engineering software tool. In addition to waiving the 200
EURO attendance fee for the conference, CD-adapco invites all Presenters to attend a
complimentary day of STAR-CCM+ v9 Orientation Training on March 19, 2014, valued at 600
EURO.
Interested presenters for this year?s conference can submit a 100-200 word presentation
abstract on the conference website: http://www.star-global-conference.com/news/present-starglobal-conference-2014 [2]
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About CD-adapco
CD-adapco (http://www.cd-adapco.com [4]) is the world's largest privately held CFD focused
CAE provider. Our core products are the technology-leading simulation packages, STARCCM+ and STAR-CD. The scope of our activities, however, extends well beyond CFD
software development to encompass a wide range of CAE engineering services in fluid
dynamics, heat transfer and structural engineering. Our ongoing mission is to "inspire
innovation and reduce costs through the application of engineering simulation software and
services."
A privately owned company, CD-adapco has maintained 17% organic year-on-year growth
over the last 5 years. CD-adapco employs 750 talented individuals, working at 30 different
offices across the globe.
Press Contact:
Lauren Gautier, CD-adapco
lauren.gautier@cd-adapco.com [5]
+1 248 697 2900
CD-adapco is the world's largest independent CFD focused provider of engineering simulation
software, support and services. We have over 30 years of experience in delivering industrial
strength engineering simulation.
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